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Shakti Tattwa or Empowerment of woman is similar it exists in this universe. Empowerment means to make woman powerful, self dependent in each & every field i.e Economically socially, educationally, politically, religiously. It is a universal issue coming from the ancient society of Vedas. When woman need not to take any judicial help to show her talent, dignity herself worth respect identity. She had equal rights, equal status in their homes as well as in the society. They could earn their livelihood as per their wish. They had very healthy atmosphere where they could bloom and spread their fragrance without any difference or discrimination.

There is a very famous saying in our ancient holy book of Sanskrit -
\[=\text{uk;Zlrq iwT;Urs jeUrs r= nsork%A}\]
\[=\text{,rklrq u iwT;Urs lokZI~ r= vikyk fØ;k%A (Manu Smiriti)}\]

(Where ever woman are given respect, heavenly, divinity spirit like to live there, and if they are not respected all the action of the world remain unsuccessful).

Ancient Hindu religion give equal right to woman, right to choose thee life partner right of taking arm training for kshatrige women. Then talent was always appreciated as per mentioned in different section of Vedas for example "The way down brings happiness among human being, scholar woman should bring happiness by educating girls (Yajur-Veda 34-40) In Vedas women have right to perform yoga, Sandhya and other religious customs and rituals in the absence of her husband (Rig-Veda)

Time has a quality that if changers. So is happen to women world different rules Intrudes foreign rules came here and degraded the grand dignity of women. Women of Vedas changes into women of modernity, having many boundation and chain of other rules customs and relations. Women hide herself behind veils which
cover not only the beautiful faces of women but also their beautiful talent - Vedas

When the II world was begin, Society face the drawback of war. Many public
died in war specially males. Then the reign of household came into the hands of
women Once again they got change to handle they society but this time women is
weak and pathetic. Who ever can work inside their homes came out of thin veils to
protect their family from lack of food and scarcity. Others who have talent to learn or
write pick up the pen to write the actual picture of the society. Since veda to
modernity, women world face different ups and down of their position. Different
Indian women writers depicted women condition through their creation. Writers like
Tara dutt, Sarojani Naidu, corneal etc. are who voiced against the inequality, social
injustice, in the name of ill & evil customs and traditions through which male
dominating society suppressed all the qualities of women talent. Their inhuman act's
injured the soul (women) of the society as sorhetia says "The Pity of it, O the pity of
it". Kamala Makandaya's 'Nectar in a sieve" is also a story of woman struggle. All of
above Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, an American writer later settle in India, with her Indian
husband an analytical study of western women & Indian society and found, every
society, want to enslave the female. As she says "the rest of the time Olivia was
alone in her big house with all the doors and windows shut to keep out the heat and
dust (Ruth Prawer Jhabvala's 'Head and Dust') (the broker prise winner creation) Her
novel - The houses holder express the fickleness of women who compromise with
her husband to lead her life peacefully. In a short story Ruth Prawer Jhabvala
expresses her identity through different shades of stories as she says.

"I had come to India to be a India" her auto biographical tone expresses her
attraction towards India and Indian customs and traditions. So from Vedas to the
modern society women crossed a vast period as well as deep velly of difference. But
her flexibility and emotional tinge of grace her from going into the depths of
Ignorance, I today. World women is still struggling to get their prosparious our grace
and respect. But once which is lost will get time to regain, today women is exploited
in the name of modernity. They too are confused to establish themselves. The
apparent modernity is fake. Still there is discrimination between the two sexes.
Intellectual class of women raise voice against imbalance society. In need there was
no need of any rule or regulation for women. They are self understood by the
society. But now women need protecting tools so that they can survive in this
uncertain world, but women name is patience. They are waiting for the favourable condition, which they are getting by her own by going out to earn money, by showing adventures, to make position in politics, to participate in sports. They are walking, performing and rushing ahead. In the end we come to the conclusion that it is right of a male to live freely. Female has also right to live freely.

The woman who masters and teachers all the leads bring bliss in entire society. (1.164.41) The same thoughts gradually speeded upto modern society of India and how once again Hindu women is determined to make her own identity in this world. Indian women hence dual responsibility just to maintain all our ritualise and Functional society secondly they are effortable to walk with the advancing world steps. It is only Hindu women who works for the welfare of the society by hiding herself behind any advancement as we see Gandhari of Mahabharat do whole of her life tied with blind husband, though she was considerable beauty but choose to remain blind to support her blind husband so we can say that Shakti Tattwa is lying in each and every feelings of nari, she is emotional mother, daughter sister, beloved. She lead all her relationship with her Shakti Tattwa these qualities makes her apart from the male society.
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IMPORTANCE OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Laxmi Sharma

Today I am going to present my paper on the teaching English as the Second Language. It is well known fact that English is an essential aspect for the present and future generation. However employability practices in India also focuses on depositing English and competitiveness skills set in Individuals, for effective usage in their academic and professional Careers. They start their daily work in which from salesman to a clerk a Chemist. They start their daily work in which from salesman to a clerk a Chemist to a Confectioner, a teacher to a taught, a Laywer to a physician, all remain busy either in enhancing their vocabulary or their English skills to make
their professional career more progressive. To enhance their language skill Brown (1993) has suggested "The civilization. To technology such as films, videos and computers as pedagogical techniques that can help accomplish the goal of communicative language teaching."

In this globalization era and computer scenario, English language has become a passport to get proper employment Employers assess a candidate on the basis of his or her speaking ability, so workplace Performance and development of language skill are extremely important. Therefore, speaking skills of students should be enhanced for getting proper employment in the present day global market. Learning English language is an investment as widdoson (2010) says, “The idea of investment for eventual benefits in the longer term is unlikely to find favour unless it is reflected in how many marks you get as an exam. At the end of the year.”

Teaching language is a method or process used for the syllabus and for the students according to their level. So they can get benefits in their learning process. Mackey (1966) has referred to the suitability of the learner and the method as follows the suitability of a method to learner depends on:

(i) His age.
(ii) His aptitude.
(iii) His second language level.
(iv) His interest.
(v) The time he can devote towards language learning.
(vi) Size of the learning class.
(vii) The culture group to which he belongs.

Teaching and learning of the second language will be effective only when the language teacher take interest in teaching. Some of the good qualities of an English Teacher are:
1) Teacher should know his/her student.
2) He should have perfect knowledge of English.
3) He should know the art of teaching English.
4) Gentle and sympathetic
5) Hard working.
6) Should co-relate the subject with life.

Conclusion: In the end, we can say that teacher is the key role model in the field of teaching learning of English language. It is teacher's role to support teaching
both directly and indirectly. Thus allowing the learners become more confident to achieve the main goal and communicative skills in English. It has, therefore, obvious that teacher plays an important role in our learning. English language teacher is not an exception. The English teachers should work hard and harder and use suitable methods of teaching English Language so that the future generation will not be affected by lack of communication skills in English.